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A Specimen of the Class Nature of the Justice of
Exploitating Classes

Time and again our rulers, ruling-classes, and those intelle-ctuals that support the present
exploitative ruling system incessantly preach us ours is a democratic system, that our judicial system
is independent which renders equal and impartial justice to all the people and they make us believe
such assertions. But in practice in the experience of people such a claim of impartial justice is
proving to be utterly false. Despite this bitter experience, still majority of the people are in the
illusion that our system would deliver equal and impartial justice.

In recent times,the judgements of courts in various occasions are causing doubts about the
proclaimed indepen-dency and impartiality of our judicial system. It is clearly evident that even the
media at different occasions have been expressing its dissatisfaction, remarks and objections in its
own style over the court judgements.

Our laws which make believe that our system of justice is sacred made it a sacrilege if anybody
questions or criticizes the class justice it delivers. More over questioning and criticizing the class
nature of justice is treated as contempt of court and system of justice by the law, and empowers the
very system of justice to try and punish such people who question or criticizes it. With that the right
of questioning the improper judge-ments  given  by  the  courts is, lawfully  legally  refused to the
victims  and  people.  Whatever might be  the  incorrectness or impropriety of such judgements,
they have to be resolved only by the higher-courts!

This is the method, how the “equal” and “impartial” justice is delivered to the people in our
‘democratic’ system.

In fact neither our laws, judicial system, jurisprudence and method of rendering justice are not
established either democratically or with the consent of our people. These  are  the  systems and
methods of justice that were formulated by the colonial British rulers, exclusively for the purpose
of protecting their interests of colonial exploitation, and they have been imposed on our country.
After transfer of power our ‘independent’ rulers have accepted them as it is and are implementing
the same colonial system of justice and methods for all these years. That claiming such judicial
system and methods would render equal and impartial justice, are pure lies and in actuality deception.

By 1848, itself at the time when capitalism was ruling the Europe with capitalist-classes, in
their famous “Manifesto of the Communist Party”, Karl Marx and Engels have disclosed and exposed
... “your (bourgeois) jurisprudence is but the will of your (capitalist) class made in to a law for all,
a will whose essential character and direction are determined by the economical conditions of
existence of your class”.

Thus very long back Marx and Engels have clearly explained the class-nature of justice and to
which class-interests it works for in a capitalist system of exploitation.

That the very principles of justice, judicial  system  and methods of justice that were formulated
and established by the colonial British rulers are being continued even as on today in our ‘independent’
India is a clear cut indication that our judicial system is not independent, impartial, but it is being
determined and directed by our exploiter’ ruling classes, is a  proper  and  correct  under-standing.

So as has been explained by Marx and Engels law and justice remains to be bourgeois prejudices
to the workers in an exploitative system.

So the working-class of our country has to understand that justice and judicial system in our
country are the symbols of the will of our exploiting ruling class, and they are being directed by the
will of those exploiting ruling classes, and the working class has to form its programme and activities
basing on such understanding.

According  to  the  will  of exploiting ruling classes of our country and their will for existence,
the ruling classes of our county have imposed the law on people, and calling it ‘equal’ and ‘impartial’
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justice, propagating the judicial system  as  sacred, they are implementing  exploiting  class justice
on people, particularly on the working class which is being ruthlessly and inhumanly exploited of
its labour power.

The recent verdict of the district sessions court judge in the case of the Maruthi-Suzki employees
mirrors to the justice of exploiting classes.

Maruti-Suzki car manufa-cturing company a subsidiary to the Japan’s Suzki Company in India,
has been manufacturing cars at the Gurgao plant of Haryana under various brand names, and has
been earning super-profits by selling those cars in Indian market as well by exporting them throughout
the globe. In the form of royalties, fees and charges on technology transfer, privileges and special
benefits to the ‘experts’ from Japan etc, every year thousands of crores of rupees are being drained
to the mother company in Japan from India.

But the living and working conditions of those workers, who are instrumental and bringing
about such super profits to the company by expending their labour power are horrible and implorable
by any civilised standard. The workers who are employed to work for  the  company  are  being
employed in the form of out-sourcing contract workers, having no right or entitlement for the
protection of law and are being ruthlessly exploited of their labour power.

Under these deplorable inhuman conditions of employment, naturally those contract workers
have intended to better their living and working conditions by organising themselves in to an union
since they have been performing the very duties and jobs being done by the few permanent employees
of the company, with a view to get the same pay, benefits, allowances etc on par with the permanent
workers, they were in the process of organising an ‘union’, in accordance with the right bestowed
them by the constitution of India. But the management of Maruti-Suzki has been vehemently opposing
the right of association of workers, by creating hurdles in many forms. It has been resorting to
victimisation, harassment, and attacks on the workers against their organisation in to an union.
Hatching conspiracies between contract workers and permanent workers disallowing them to unite.
It is resorting to police attacks on the workers organising in to an union. Even it has been resorting
to physical attacks on those workers through its hired private goondas. High headed behaviour of
the supervisors, their tyranny on workers, beating them while on duty is the ‘work culture’ being
implemented in the plant.

Though the management of a foreign company has been behaving illegally and inhumanly
against the workers of our country violating all the laws of the land the state government of Haryana,
for that matter even the central government and the administration, instead of standing in support of
our workers and protect their rights, properly implementing the laws of the land, in the name of
economic development and creating easy circumstances for the foreign capital have been supporting
the brutal and inhuman Maruti-suzki management violating of all the laws, and have chosen to
oppose the rightful workers who have been organising into an union.

Even under these stressed and disadvantageous and opposing conditions, the contract workers
of Maruti-suzki have decided to protect their rights and to better their living and working conditions,
by braving those conditions. They strove to organise and strengthen their unions in to a weapon to
realise their just demands and were continuing their serious efforts of uniting workers in the path of
agitations and struggles. They were making serious efforts to achieve unity among outsourcing
contract workers, apprentices and regular works in the plant.

The Maruti management according to its class nature of exploitation, to impede and thwart the
unity among workers, and to disrupt the formation of the worker’s union is practising  to attack on
agitating workers through its machinations by using the out-sourcing work contractors and private
goondas.

In  this background, an incident occurred on July 18, 2012 made fierce of a dispute between the
management of Maruti and its workers, an exposed the cruel, inhuman nature of the exploitation of
the Maruti management.

While on duty a dalit worker was abused in vulgar language by the supervisor, and was slapped
by the supervisor. Added to this the management has terminated the victim worker from his job.
This had naturally infuriated the workers that led to a protest agitation of worker within the plant
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premises in front of the office, demanding for the immediate reinstatement of the terminated worker.
At this time some of the union office bearers were in discussion with the management about this
issue. Suddenly the office caught fire, and in the process of coming out of the office and melee
ensued after the fire has broken out, a manager belonging to the H R department was caught by the
fire and subsequently died of the fire injuries. The reason for sudden breaking of the fire in the
office was not known. But the Maruti management insisted that it was the work of the agitating
workers and alleged that the workers resorted to vandalism, rioting arson and killing of the H R
Manager and brought in the police in to action falsely implicating the agitating workers in to cases.

On the pretext of this incident, the management hatched the conspiracy of ruining the workers
and their union. The state govern-ment of Haryana had fully given its cooperation to the Maruti
manage-ment against workers. Even the media had sided the management, severely slandering the
workers and accusing them as criminals.

With this pretext Maruti Suzki management started severe attacks on the workers exposing the
cruel, ruthless nature of the foreign capital in the inhuman exploitation of the labour power of
workers.

On this pretext the management had terminated illegally the services of 2500 workers including
546 permanent workers. It had incited police against these workers. Police have attacked the houses
of the workers and union office and ransacked them. 148 workers were picked from their homes
and arrested under various charges. Many of the arrested workers were not even present on the day
of the incident. They were implicated in to false cases such as carrying weapons, attempt to murder,
vandalism, arson etc.

But surprisingly the alleged weapons mentioned in F.I.R were not traceable in the compound of
Maruti plant. So the prosecution changed its version as if the workers were carrying autoparts like
beams and shockers. None of the accused were identified by the prosecution witnesses- the out-
sourcing work contractors to the Maruti company. The arrested workers were not granted with bail
in the courts. With the intervention of Supreme court, on February 2015, only two workers were
granted with bail, while all the remaining workers were in jail till the verdict was given after four
and half years. Thus they had endured, un-sentenced jail punishment for all these 5 years.

Had the management made available the CCTV footage recordings covering the incident for
examination the real cause for the breaking of fire and other particulars of the issue have been come
in to light to know the facts. But the management simply lied and claimed that the system was not
working. Thus it conveniently covered up its falsity of accusing the workers for arson and vandalism.

At last the district and sessions court declared its judgement of verdict  on  March  10,  2017,
convicting  31  employees for violence at the Maneser plant of Maruti company, convicting 13
employees holding top posts in MSIL workers union on charges of murder and attempt to murder
besides rioting and other related offences. It  sentenced  life imprisonment to those 13 workers, 14
were let off with the court considering the period they spent in jail during the trail as the term of
sentence, the remaining 4 were sentenced to five years imprison-ment. The other 117 workers who
were arrested and spent in jail for all these 5 years were acquitted.

Before the announcement of this verdict, the district admini-stration imposed section 144 near
the civil court and industrial model township in Maneser prohibiting gathering of more than five
people. Assembly of more than five people has also been prohibited in the 500 meters radius of
MSIL plant and Gurgao court.

These very prohibitory orders indicate about the impending unjust verdict of the case in the
sessions court.

The criminal leaders of the political parties in power, corrupted men of the worst order, confirmed
killers and terrorists, when they have the patronage of the ruling governments, are acquitted making
many arguments about the principles of justice and non-availability of proper and sufficient evidences
and are being left scot free by our judicial system, pretending as if it has been rendering impartial
justice, but when it came to the cases of workers of Maruti-suzki the judicial system, had convicted
the workers, though there was no evidence that they  murdered  or  attempted murder, vandalism
and arson as was charged against them. This is a specimen to the justice of the exploiting ruling
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classes rendering class-justice of exploitation to the exploited workers through its class-based judicial
system.

The confirmed Hindu terrorists who killed a number of Muslims in the incidents of Samjautha
express, Mecca mazid explosion cases, like Swami  Aseemanand,  a  self proclaimed monk and
RSS pracharak, in Ajmeer blast case who had confessed his crimes of terrorism has been acquitted
by a special court. Sadhvi Pragya Singh Thakur, an accused in Malegaon case, too was discharged
in Feb 2017 in the case of the murder of Sunil Joshi a fellow accused in the same case. Even the
Italian mariners who deliberately entered in to our waters and killed, our fishermen in Kerala were
allowed to go free to their country, under the garb of principles of inter-national law and its intricacies,
but our judicial system could not and would  not  acquit  the  Maruti workers, though there was no
evidence whatever, against them to prove  them  guilty  beyond reasonable doubts. Thus the conviction
of workers (union office bearers) as murderers by the sessions court stands as a glaring example of
the class justice of exploiter classes in rule.

But when we search the entire history of justice of India we will not find even a single conviction
of any employer-capitalist-industrialist, for his crime of deliberate callous and culpable negligence
in killing workers, wilfully neglecting the security norms and security provisions and killing workers
in work place man-made accidents, even though there are ample and conclusive evidences against
the employers.

In this present case, even according to the very verdict of the sessions court, 117 workers were
falsely implicated and were in jail for 4 ½ years as under trails; due to which they and their family
members were subjected to untold difficulties and inconveniences. Then why has not this court
punished those responsible (the police) for this crime against innocents? And has not awarded any
relief to these innocent victims? Here in lies the class nature of the exploiting system. This is the
justice of exploiting classes!

The workers and working class of this country has to understand the exploiting class nature in
our system of exploitation exciting in various forms. Then only they can properly, efficiently and
effectively fulfil their historical task; of their avowed fight against exploitation!
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